
Bend. Transform. Warm.

Normothermia System

Our new warming blanket bends
and conforms while providing
uniform temperatures.

The new 3M™ Bair Hugger™ Multi-position upper body blanket 

is a customer-inspired innovation designed to maximize patient 

coverage with one easy-to-use warming solution—because 

degrees matter, and so does versatility. Its unique bendability 

enables clinicians to adapt the blanket to multiple surgical 

positions and procedures, to help maintain normothermia.

3M Science. Applied to Life.™



Transform the
way you warm.

Engineered to deliver improved heat transfer in 
a wide range of surgical procedures1

Bends and conforms while providing uniform 
temperatures

O�ers optimal patient body surface coverage2

O�ers fast and easy application

O�ers greater ability to conform to the 
patient’s body1

Engineered to provide minimum loftiness

Suitable for perioperative use

When deployed, the attached clear head drape 
and two neck vents keep warm air around an 
intubated patient’s head and allow observation

Two resealable hose ports provide �exibility
in positioning

Integrated tie strips and continuous adhesive 
strip can secure the blanket once placed

Material is soft, comfortable, lightweight,
and radiolucent

E�ective and Versatile

Conformable and
Transformable

Blanket Features

The blanket’s unique bendability feature was inspired by the clinician’s 
need to optimize patient body surface coverage in order to help maintain 
normothermia and drive positive patient outcomes.

Ordering Information
Product Information

3M™ Bair Hugger™ Multi-position
upper body warming blanket
Size: 78" x 24" (198 x 61 cm) Weight: 3.7oz (104g)
Units/Case: 10

Item #

Model 62200

To order, please contact your local 3M Bair Hugger sales representative
or call Customer Service at 1-800-228-3957. Visit www.bairhugger.com.

1 3M data on �le.
2 89% (72 of 81) of clinical users indicated the product o�ers optimal patient body surface coverage. 3M data on �le.
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